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The Course

Linear Algebra I, MAT223 (per semester)
∼1100 students
∼7 sections
∼7 instructors (mostly inexperienced)
First-year students (mostly inexperienced)
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Revamp curriculum
Provide a uniform student experience
Introduce active-learning teaching strategies in every section
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What does active learning look like in MAT223?

1 Set the stage
2 Individual think time
3 Small group discussion
4 Full class discussion

� Back to 3 if needed.

5 Wrap-up
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What does active learning look like in MAT223?

What are some
prerequisites/challenges in teaching
this way?

Share your thoughts at:

https://tinyurl.com/
ACTIVE-ONBAORDING
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My Journey (Year 1)

Goal: Provide materials covering every day of class.

Year 1: The Materials

Been developing exercises since 2015.
Trained on exercises from the Inquiry-Oriented Linear Algebra
(IOLA) project.
Assembled together a coherent set of exercises for the entire
semester (aligning with content)
Created instructor guide to in-class exercises.
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The Instructor Guide
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Support provided:
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Year 1 Outcomes

1/3 of instructors used materials every day.
Everyone tried on the 3 special days.
What I saw in the classroom varied from☺ to😭😢.

Challenges
Instructors felt uncomfortable “ordering students around” (e.g.,
forcing discussion, etc.)
One instructor “gave up” and lectured directly from the book.
2/3 of instructors didn’t adopt an active-learning style.
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My Journey (Year 2)

What did I do?

Salesmanship
Training
Wrote a textbook
Less choice

Salesmanship
Pre-reading/pre-meeting on active learning
Visit my lecture (before semester starts;
mandatory)

Training
Pre-term coaching
Weekly meetings
Classroom observations

Textbook
Integrates with in-class exercises
Doubles as workbook for students (they
need a physical copy to write in)
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Now And the Future

The Current Situation

Everything is butterflies and rainbows…
All instructors use the in-class exercises
Students like the textbook/workbook
Instructor prep time decreased

When I visited the classroom…
Instructors were trying
Most were really bad, with the same problems as during pre-term
coaching

It’s as if four hours of training are not enough!
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Step 1:

Class Observation & Pre-meeting
Instructors read a short article (the Feeman et. al. paper) and
observe my classroom
Pre-meeting to discuss logistics; Active Learning is just the way the
class works.

Step 2: Coaching through Role-playing
Instructors prepare lessons 1 & 2.
Outline of “four stages”

Introduce problem
Facilitate student work
Whole-class discussion
Wrap-up

Instructors try, are interrupted, and retry.
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Step **: TA Support
Lecture TAs for every day of class
Lecture TAs are trained in both how to help students and how to
help instructors.
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Instructor Difficulties

Role Playing Common Issues

Instructors tend to…
Give hints on a problem before students start.
Explain details without measuring student’s knowledge.
Offer their own explanations rather than build off student knowledge.

All of these issues come up and are discussed.

Classroom Common Issues
Everything from role playing, and
Suggestions rather than instructions (e.g., “if you’d like, discuss with
your group”).
Having “office hour”-style discussions instead of whole-class
discussions.
Transitions, transitions, transitions!


